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 Abstract 
           Effects of the state of heterogeneous media at infinite depth on the propagation 
     of Love-waves are studied. If rigidity or S wave velocity is assumed to increase 
     infinitely with depth, a curious kind of Love-waves can be propagated in the 
     medium. These waves have no definite phase velocity for a given period and, in 
     some cases, have infinite number of nodal planes even at infinite depth. If the
     medium is taken to be in the form that rigidity and density is kept finite throughout 
     the medium, ordinary waves which have some definite phase velocities for a given 
     period and no nodal plane at infinite depth. are exclusively propagated. The range 
     of existence of Love-waves in such medium is shown to be 
 boo>c>bs, 
     where the phase velocity is written by c and  No and  hs denote the S wave velocity at 
     infinite depth and the smallest value of the velocity in the medium respectively. 
1 Introduction 
   Since the original works by  MEISSNER (1921 and 1926) and  NICHT (1922), the 
propagation of Love-waves in various heterogeneous media has been studied by 
many authors. (Jeffreys 1923 and 1935, Matuzawa 1929, Sezawa 1931, Sakuraba  1035 
and 1938, Yosiyama 1938, Homma 1940 a, 1940 b, and 1941, Wilson 1942, Sato 1952, 
Gupta 1952). However, in most cases, heterogeneity has been assumed to be in such 
a  form that rigidity or velocity of S waves in the medium tends to infinity when the 
depth increases infinitely. It is easily accepted that this assumption does not cause 
any essential influence on the calculated dispersion curves, so far as the numerical 
values of the curves are concerned. Because the waves in consideration have a 
finite wave-length, and the state of medium at infinite depth does not act on 
the propagation of the waves. On the other hand, qualitative properties of the 
solutions obtained under the above stated assumption, such as the number of the 
solutions which satisfy the given boundary conditions, depend essentially on the 
circumstances at infinite depth, because one of the boundary conditions in the present 
problem is usually given at infinite depth. Hence the above stated assumption on 
rigidity or S wave velocity might cause some effects on the qualitative properties of 
the solutions. Some examples of such effects were given by HOMMA (1940 b), who 
showed the existence in some media of curious Love-waves which have no definite 
phase velocity for a given period. As stated later, this curious property is due to 
the circumstances that the rigidity diverges at infinite  depth,
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   In the present paper effects of the state of medium at infinite depth on the 
existence of Love waves and their  qualitative properties will be discussed in general 
without any assumption on the functional form of rigidity or density variation in 
the medium. General discussion on the criterion of existence of Love-waves in 
heterogeneous media was made also by  HUMMA (1940 a), who concluded that the waves 
of a lower velocity than the smallest value of S wave velocity in the medium cannot be 
propagated. Thus the phase velocity of Love-waves, if present, should be 
 c  >b .;  , (1) 
where  bs denotes the smallest velocity of S waves and c, the phase velocity of Love-
waves. This restriction is mainly based on a boundary condition at free surface. 
 Another boundary condition at infinite depth will be considered in the present paper 
and, combining the two restrictions by  the two conditions, the range of existence of 
 LoVe-waves will be determined. 
2 Differential Equation and Boundary Conditions 
   Cartesian coordinates x and z are adopted, the x axis being taken to coincide with 
the free surface of the medium, and the z axis vertically downwards. The displace-
ment a of plane waves progressing parallel to the x axis is written by 
                                 V (z)  eik(x-ct 
where k is the wave-number and c, the phase velocity respectively. The differential 
equation of the amplitude variation  V(z) is expressed by a. well-known  formula  ; 
 dz2d2 V 1 di],ddz  +k2 (c2                z——  1)  V =0 ,  (2)                      V  b2
 wh.ere  b2 =  [LI  p  , 
when both rigidity  /.4 and density p are assumed to be dependent only on the depth z. 
   Putting 
                               kz =  , 
Eq. (2) is reduced into a non-dimensional form as, 
 d2  V                 1 dttc1V 62--1)V0 .  (3) 
     d iLb2 
   Boundary conditions in our problem are given by following non-dimensional 
expressions  ; 
                  at  =0d•0,                             d 
  •(4) and at — 00 V = 0 . 
 Although the above equation (3) is an expression for plane waves, this is  not an 
essential restriction. If we consider the waves diverging cylindrically from a point, 
the equation of amplitude variation can be expressed in a form quite similar to Eqs. 
(2) and (3), and the following discussion is also valid in such cases. 
   Now, introducing a new function W  (t") defined by
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 17  (0  pc-1/2  Tv  (0 (5) 
 we get an equation of  W  (c), 
              -c+N")+—c2— 1}W0 , (6)           22 
 where 
                         1 _2(yI _1(d2tt,                I(
)= 4/1(Q-216  4.2 
                      1  d   r   1 d 1 _2( dft Y 
 2 q"d4P'  1 • 
For convenience, we take the equation (6) as a foundamental one in later discussion and 
 it and  b, instead of  iL and p, are adopted to be two independent parameters concerning 
the state of the medium. Then the behaviour of  ft at infinite depth acts only on the 
term I, while the term (  C2 —  1) is affected by the parameter b exclusively. 
                 b 
    The assymptotic value of I is classified into seven cases, all of which are tabulated 
in Table  I. In this table the notation , 
 /-too>  ao  (e69 
where  a is a constant, 
means that approaches to infinity more rapidly than exp  (  oq") when tends to 
infinity, and the notation, 
 >  0  (e--6'9 
means that  it tends to zero, whose order is higher than that of exp  (-4") . Other 
notations are used in similar manner . 
           Table 1. The relation between the assymptotic behaviours of I and  a. 
 an >  00(e064)  --co  (eaq  <00  (eceC) finite  <0(e-0) -----0(e—a0 >0(e—a0 
 I„  —co —const. 0 0 0 —const  —00 
    On the other hand, the assymptotic value of b is classified into three cases , i.e., 
zero, finite and infinity. Combining the two classifications , we get 21 cases, each of 
which is denoted by the notation as seen in Table 2. Strictly speaking, there are 
 Table 2. Notations of 21 cases. 
 1'001             >GC(ea) —CO(ece0 <co  (et) finite <0 (e—'1'0 (e—ac)>0 (e—c'0 
 0 1),   A  •  1  A  •  2  A  •  3  A  •  4  A  •  5  A  •  6  A  •  7 
   finite  13  •  1  B  •  2  B  •  3  B  -  4  B.5  13  •  6  B.7
 co  C  •  1  C  •  2  C  •  3  C  •  4  C-5  C  •  6  C  •  7 
some kinds of heterogeneity which do not belong to any case in the table. If the 
rigidity or the velocity of S waves has no definite assymptotic value , for example, 
 it or  b  —  a  sin  11  , 
where a and  it are constants,
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the medium is not included in any of the above mentioned cases. However, these 
kinds of heterogeneity are not treated in this paper, because they are physically of no 
interest. 
3 The case B-4 
   Several typical cases in the 21 cases are discussed hereafter. At first we take a 
case where both  p, and b are finite throughout the medium. Of course, all the actually 
existing  media belong to this case. As the quantity  I tends to zero in this case, the 
assymptotic behaviour of in the vicinity of  =cx is expressed by the  equation  ; 
                         d2w
1-bc
oo 2 
               1}W0'  (7) 
    d (i) When  c>  br, 
two independent solutions of (7) are written by 
                       W, A sin\/ 22---1 
                                                     bG,, 
and (8) 
                                                         2 b
                         W,— B cos,\/ Cco2 —  1 
and the assymptotic amplitudes corresponding to  W1 and  W2 are 
                                                     C2 
                                                            2  V,— Aii.-1/2 sin.vb „— 1 
and (9) 
                          V2 = Btz,,,,-1/2  cos\i—  1  b
„  2 
where both A and B are arbitrary constants. 
   As is finite, both the amplitudes  V1 and  V2 do not vanish at  co  ; that is, 
 no solution can satisfy the boundary condition at infinite depth. Therefore, it is 
concluded that no Love-wave with a phase velocity higher than the assymptotic value 
of b can be propagated in the medium. 
(ii) When c  <b., 
the two amplitudes  V1  and.  V, are expressed in the  form  ; 
                 V, — Aexp {\/1--C 2  •  0.  b0,2 
and (10) 
                    V, = B 11.0,-1/2 ex{— \I1bC22 •
As one of the amplitudes, say  TTI, diverges at and the other satisfies the given 
boundary condition, the arbitrary constant B should be zero. From another condition 
at free surface, we can determine the velocity equation, as is usually done. Therefore, 
the phase velocity of the wave is definitely obtained for a given period as roots of the
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velocity equation. Moreover, nodal planes of the amplitude, if present, should exist 
only within a finite depth, because the amplitude decreases exponentially with increas-
ing depth in the vicinity of 00. These properties of the waves are quite natural and 
any extraordinary properties noticed by HOMMA are not expected in this case. 
   Combining the above discussion with the criterion (1) by  HOMMA, we can determine 
the range of existence of phase  velocity as  follows  : 
 b.  >  c>b,  . (11) 
This range of existence is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is easily understood from this 
 Velocity of S wave 
                        Existence range 
                      of  phase velocity
 a) 
     1 • 
                           - Depth 
                     Fig. 1. Illustration of existencerange of Love-waves. 
criterion that no  Love-wave can be propagated when  b. takes the smallest value in 
the  medium, for instance, when  b decreases  monotonously with increasing depth, so 
far as is kept finite throughout the medium. 
                                               As an illustrative example 
                                           of the above conclusion we take 
                                                Love-waves in a homogeneous 
 -ts medium with double superficial 
                                              layers. The Love-wave  prop-
                                          agation in this medium was 
                                       studied by  MATUZAWA (1927). 
 b, b3 b2  b2  6,  b3  b2  b3 b, He showed the range of the phase 
 —  Velocity velocity in all possible cases , 
 Fig. 2. Dispersion curves in case of a  homogen- where  the order of velocities in
 eons medium with double superficial layers,  h1,  b2 
  and  h, denoting  the velocities of  s waves in upper                                              these three layers are variable. 
  most, intermediate, and basement layers  respectively. His results obtained in some 
 (after MATUZAWA) cases are reproduced in Fig . 2, 
                                          which coincides with the general 
criterion stated above.
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4 The case  B-3 
   Next we take a case where approaches assymptotically to  co with lower order 
than that of exp  (an, while b is kept finite. The quantity I tends to zero also in this 
case, and the equation and the solutions for the behaviour of  W() at infinite depth are 
the same as in the former case. 
 (i) When c> 
the amplitudes are written by 
                      V,= A  it,,-1/2  sin Ni 2                               c1 • ,                                                        b2-- 
and (12) 
                                                            2 
                       V2B  ft.-1/2 cos\./   b2 —  1
As  tr,„ is infinite in this case, the boundary condition at infinite depth is satisfied by 
both  V1 and  172. Hence Love-waves with higher velocity than  b. can be propagated in 
the medium, but the waves have some curious properties in this case. None of the 
arbitrary constants A and B vanishes, therefore, the phase velocity of the waves 
cannot be definitely determined unless the ratio of A and B is assumed, because only 
one more condition is given to determine the velocity equation. Moreover, these waves 
have infinite number of nodal planes even at infinite depth, as is easily understood 
from the expression  (12). 
   An example of this kind of Love waves was shown by  HommA. When the velocity 
of S waves and the rigidity are assumed to be 
 [to  (1  +a  z)°5  (1>  GC>  0)
and 
 b  const  , (13) 
where  ,a0,  0- and  a are constants, 
the solutions are 
 (1—a) V, = A-1/1-1--ss , 
          2 
 and (14) 
              V, — B1/1+s F J  0 (is(1+s E)1--.,                                    — 
2- 
where 
                                 1             s (1—a) [co, 182 =1'2PO 2 b1, c2 ) 1  dz ,
and  1-„,, and  p are a  Besse' function of  rn-th order and the circular frequency of the 
wave respectively. As both  V1 and  V2 vanish obviously at  co, the waves have 
the extraordinary properties as stated above. 
(ii) When  c<b.,
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one of the amplitudes, 
 v  A  tua,  —1/2 exp  {(   62  1)1/2                                            (15)
tends to zero when 00, and the other amplitude, 
 V  2-13 exp {(1—                 c2W2(16) 
                                            bo,2) 
becomes infinity at  co, because the order of infinity of  Ea is lower than that of 
 W  2V. Hence this case is similar to the case B-4 (ii), and ordinary waves are  exclus-
ively expected. 
   If c  <boo in the former illustrative example by  HommA, the argument of the 
cylindrical  function becomes pure imaginary, and it can easily  be ascertained that only 
one of the solutions can satisfy the boundary  condition at infinite depth. 
5 The case B-2 
   When  it tends to infinity with the same order as that of exp  (4") and b is kept 
finite, the equation of  W('') becomes 
              d                  2w1 bc2




 1)0,2  >  4  7'2+1 
it is directly seen that two solution of Eq. (17) satisfy the boundary condition at 
infinite depth, and that extraordinary waves are expected. 
   As an example, we take a case where 
 t,0  e2  e4' 
( 18) 
and b const. 
   The equation of  N') in this case is expressed by 
               d2Vd V              +2 E+n2 V --0,(19) 
       dd 
where 
 n2 -b—c:   8"2—  1  >  0  .
This is just the same form as the equation of motion of pendulum vibration. It is 
well known that the two solutions of the equation vanish  at  oo 
(ii) When 
  cx.24_>  4 b2  ' 
the equation of  W() is written by 
                    d2woc21 _c2w.=0                                            (20)
               d2  ••214bc,,2f
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Therefore, if the phase velocity c is larger than  b., the two amplitudes satisfy the 
condition at infinite depth, and the waves are extraordinary. In this case, however, 
the property concerning the number of nodal planes is different from the extraordinary 
waves mentioned hitherto, that is, the waves have no nodal plane in the vicinity of 
 .•=00. In other words, the property of these waves is extraordinary with respect to 
their phase velocity, while the property with respect to their nodal plane is ordinary. 
   If c is smaller than  b., ordinary waves are exclusively propagated. 
6 The case C-3 
   In this case  ,u and  b. are both infinity, and the order of  tt. is lower than that of 
exp  (4). Most of the heterogeneity treated by many authors belong to this case. 
The equation in this case is simply 
 d2W   —W  0  , (21)  d 
because  c/b as well as the quantity I approaches to zero. The solutions are 
 W1  —  A  e4.  , 
                                            (22)
and  W,—  Ae-4.  , 
and the corresponding amplitudes are 
 A  2  ec 
                                            (23)
and V 2= A ti,,,--;1/2e- .
   Of course, the solution  V, is zero at  co. The other solution  V, always tends 
to infinity, because the order of infinity of  /u. is smaller than that of exp  (-). It is 
concluded, therefore, that only ordinary waves can be propagated in the medium 
of this kind, irrespective of the relation between the magnitudes of b and c. This may 
be the reason why the extraordinary waves are scarcely found in the preceding papers. 
7 The case  A-2 
   Adopting a similar discussion in a case where the velocity of S waves tends to 
zero, we see that Love-waves, if they include extraordinary waves, can be propagated 
in such media, when rigidity becomes to infinity in the vicinity co. An  example 
is as  follows  : When 
 /to 
and 
                                     a2  
                                           (24)
where  ito,  a, a2, and are constants, the equation of  W  (") is expressed by                               
1   d2W
1f ca22(,Y+4G(2_11,w = 0  , (25) 
and two solutions are obtained in the form as
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 W1,2const X-VUJ±1/3  ( 2 C „.3,2)                                             (26)
where 
 0 2    ( d, 1) 
Therefore the  assymptotic behaviour of the amplitudes corresponding to the solutions 
is shown in the  form, 
 sin  2  c   p3/2 (27) 
 cos  3  a 
Obviously the two amplitudes vanish at and extraordinary waves can be 
propagated in the medium. 
8 The case  B-1 
   We take one more case, where  it approaches to  infinity more rapidly than 
exp  (a.0  , and  b, is finite. Then the equation takes a form, 
                       d2•( +b              +22 I) W, (28) 
                                                           —  00  , 
It is proved that this equation has a couple of independent solutions, one of which 
tends to infinity and the other to zero when increases infinitely. 
   If we denote by  W1 a special solution of the equation which tends to infinity, the 
order of infinity of  W1 is higher than that of exp  (4'), as easily understood from Eq. 
(28).  We  may write another solution as 
 W2  ----  •w (29) 
where w is a solution of a equation, 
          2 1 du) d2u2) — (30)               
Hence w is written in the form, 
            w const X51W—i2. (31) 
From this expression we see that  W2  should tend to zero when increases infinitely. 
   If becomes infinity more rapidly than W1 the two amplitudes corresponding 
to  W1 and  W2 converge at infinite depth. If, on the other hand, the order of infinity 
of is smaller than that  W  1, only one amplitude corresponding to  W2 can satisfy the 
boundary condition at  •••=00. Hence it is concluded that extraordinary waves or 
ordinary waves can be propagated in this case according to the order of infinity of 
   An example is taken as  follows  : When rigidity and S wave velocity are assumed 
as 
 p, =  po  euze 
and b = const, (32)
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  the equation of  W(0 is written by 
 cc1/7-  + (—cc  "2-1-1)2a—-1)    0.                                              (33) 
   The solutions of the equation are obtained in the forms, 
 wi A  (cc  0-1/2  I/I  7P+1/4, —1/4  (CO  -2), 
  and  W2 B  )--1/2  W._(p+ipn, -1/4  (a'  ".2), (34) 
   where(a-1) and tlik,„,denotes a Whittaker function f which t e           4 c42b2 
   orders are k and  .112. Hence the assymptotic values of the amplitudes are expressed by 
 v,  e-M2  42 
 and  V2  0-(P±1)- (35) 
 The  aniplitude  V1 always tends to zero. The amplitude  V2, on the other hand, 
   diverges  at  00 if  01b2 is large, and converges if  c2/b2 is small. 
   9  Other. Cases 
      Other cases are discussed in similar way and we get the number of solutions which 
   satisfy the boundary condition at infinite depth as shown in Table 3. In this table, 
   the numbers 2 and 1 mean the existence of extraordinary waves, and ordinary waves 
   respectively, and the number 0 means the absence of any waves. 
   10 Conclusions* 
      (1) The state of a heterogeneous medium at infinite depth causes an essential 
   influence on qualitative properties of Love-waves propagated through the medium. 
      (2) If rigidity or S wave velocity is assumed to be in a form that they tend to 
   infinity or zero at  infinite depth, a curious kind of waves can be propagated in the 
   medium. The waves have no definite phase velocity for a given period and, in some 
   cases, have infinite number of nodal planes even at infinite depth. These waves 
   are called extraordinary waves in this paper. 
      (3) When both rigidity and velocity of S waves are finite throughout the medium, 
   as is always in the actual case, Love-waves, if present, have definite phase velocities for 
   a given period and no nodal plane in the vicinity of infinite depth. In this case 
   extraordinary waves are not expected. The range of existence of Love waves in the 
   media of this kind is expressed by 
 bn  > c  >bs  , 
           * The present problem is a typical example of eigen-value problems of  Sturm-Lionville 
     type. The equation (3) can easily be transformed to a typical  form, 
              d dV2 
                           d-C-dC1 b2Ft)  V =  0 
     Therefore, the above discussion is  experessed in an analogous form as in problems in other 
     branches of physics, for example, the energy spectrum of atoms. Extraordinary waves in our 
     problem correspond to the continuous spectrum in atomic energy and ordinary waves to the 
      discrete one.
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                  Table 3. Number of solutions  which satisfy the boundary condition at  C  . 
 boo  0 finite  I  co          it.  
               >co(ectO 0 0  (b.) is large 1 c is small 1  oo  (b.) is large                            2
.) is small 2 c is large 2  co  (b.) is small 
 -.=co  (eoi) 0 0  (1)„,) is large 1 c is small 1  oo  (b.) is large                             2   b
.) is small 2 c is large 2  co  (b.) is small 
                         0 0(1).)large1c>bc,     <co (ect4")1 
                           2 0 (b.) is small 2  c<bn 
      finite  0 0 c>b,,,1                                           1 c<bo, 
 <  0  (e—a0 0 0 c is large 1                                                    1 c is small 
            0  (e—c60 0 0 c is large 0  ,z(b„) is small                                                  1 small 1  ao  (b0,,  ) is large 
            > 0  (e--c04")  0 0 c is large 0  oo  (1).) is small                                             1 c is small 1  oo  (1),) is large 
        where c and  bs denote the phase velocity and the smallest value of S wave velocity in 
        the medium. 
            (4) The reason why such extraordinary waves have scarcely been  found hitherto 
       is well explained by the following circumstance. If the infinity orders of rigidity and 
        S wave velocity at infinite depth are smaller than that of an exponential function, as
        assumed in most of the preceding studies, ordinary waves are exclusively propagated
        in the medium. 
           (5) Love-waves can be propagated even in the media where S wave velocity 
       decreases with increasing depth and rigidity tends to infinity at infinite depth, if 
        extraordinary waves are included by Love-waves. 
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